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10 BEDROOM ESTATE FOR SALE NEAR QUINTA DO LAGO

Luxurious estate property, designed with the highest level of development, technique and full 

domotics. The circular shape of the building was chosen to provide spectacular panoramic views 

from all around the house as well as permitting all day natural lighting as well as displaying discretion 

and privacy from the outside. Golfing facilities are included in the huge fully high fenced garden. 

Three driving tees will have a clear shot to circa 95m, two distant greens and two sand banks (Par 3). 

The Helipad may be used as the second green. Its 12.000m2 plot is situated within a natural reserve 

ensuring ultimate privacy and security. The estate has 2 miles landscape views up to the sea, 

enclosed in Mediterranean woodland and century old olive trees, pond and gazebo. There is 

licencing for a full sized tennis court. The villa has a large heated and partially heated swimming pool, 

emerging from the house with an overflow and Jacuzzi, and a unique pool bottom with a glass 

covered flower. Huge Danish stainless steel door enters the main hall, allowing a spectacular, across-

the-building view to the interior garden, pool and landscape. There is marble, wood and deep-pile 

carpet flooring throughout, all electrically heated. The kitchens (2 stage) are of Jacob Jensen design 

with and Gaggenau and Electrolux appliances, food lift for banquets and one walk-in industrial fridge. 

Total built-up area is in excess of 1.400m2 A master suite with two separate c...

€ 4.900.000

Bedrooms: 10

Bathrooms: 13

Area: 1400

Size of plot: 12000

Pool: 0 mtrs
Year of 
construction: 2012

Energy Efficiency: C
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Important notice: These particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. The photographs show only 
certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, measurements, layout plans 
and distances are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as a statement of fact. All property details have 
been provided by the seller and should not be considered factually accurate about the property, its condition or 
value. Exclusive Living Mediacao Imobiliaria Lda. holds no responsibility to the accuracy of the information and 
will not be held liable for any errors on any representation on the property. A buyer must not rely on this 
information without conducting an inspection or hiring professionals for surveys or legal services to verify all 
details and documentation prior to a property purchase.
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